Secondary cardiac risk stratifying tests after coronary computed tomography angiography in emergency department patients.
Several large trials demonstrated that coronary computed tomography angiography (CTA) in a triage strategy could lead to increased secondary cardiac risk stratifying testing (SCRST). Whether this is true for routine clinical care remains unclear. We measured SCRSTs after coronary CTA was implemented in our emergency department (ED) practice by CTA result, and if locally existing management recommendations for a structured post CTA diagnostic strategy were followed. This single site retrospective cohort study included all our ED patients who received coronary CTA between October 1, 2012 and September 30, 2016. SCRST's included functional cardiac tests and invasive coronary angiography (ICA), performed during the ED coronary CTA visit or related admission. A total of 1916 subjects were included with a mean age of 52.9 ± 10.8 years. Of their coronary CTAs, 179 were positive (severe stenosis, occlusion or ventricular wall motion abnormalities; 9.3%), 105 intermediate (moderate stenosis; 5.5%), 1611 negative (no to mild obstructive CAD; 84.1%) and 21 non-diagnostic (1.1%). SCRSTs were performed in 237 (overall 12.4%, noninvasive in 5.6%, ICA in 6.7%). After positive coronary CTA, 73.7% of subjects received SCRSTs. For intermediate, negative and non-diagnostic CTAs this was 72.4%, 1.1% and 47.6% respectively. Management conformed to local management recommendations in 96.2% of cases. In spite of previous trials, rates of secondary cardiac risk stratifying tests after routine clinical ED coronary CTA are low, especially in patients with negative coronary CTA. Structured management guidelines for post coronary CTA, and adherence to these guidelines, appear essential.